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New equipment in Karlstad
The Karlstad (Sweden) facilities
have been using different
lifting aids for heavy lifting,
both boxes and packages.
- The new tool is great, you can
feel how the machine takes
the strain of the body.
I am not as tired after a
completed shift as I used to
be, says Svante Jacob from the
packaged goods division in
Karlstad.
The lifting equipment on
the packaging conveyor has
been installed for a couple of
months now and so far the
overall response is positive.
The vacuumlifter is actually
being used by the conveyor
operators.
- I have only heard positive
reactions and I can see the
lifter is being used continuously, says Tomas Thörnqvist,
foreman at the Karlstad
terminal.
The scissor table that used
to be installed beside the
conveyor was only rarely used,
it was experienced to be time
consuming and complicated.
The new vacuumlifter can lift
boxes up to 66 lbs. A vacuum
pump makes the vacuum cup
grip the box, a slight gaming
experience over the controls
and after a little practice,
lifting with the vacuumlifter is
as quick as manual lifting.
The very light packages are
still being handled manually,
and the new lifter has trouble
lifting some of the shrinkwrapped goods and packages with
a lot of weight in one end.
- But those types of packages
are rare, no more than two per
shift, says Svante Jacob.
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Vacuum lifter - VacuCobra cargo lifter
HIGH SPEED BOX HANDLING MADE SAFE AND EASY
• VacuCobra is a strong, compact, versatile piece of
equipment designed to make quick work of handling
many different boxed loads weighing up to 88 lbs. Its
suction cup will secure boxes of all shapes and sizes
to lift and move them in total safety.
• Bottom swivel and angle adaptor give full freedom
of motion when gripping the load.
• Incorporated quick-release function further
increases handling speed.
• VacuCobra’s fingertip control can be adjusted from
the right to the left of the handle in a matter of
seconds.
VACUUMLIFTER VacuCobra VC100
• Art nr 671000
Capacity

88 lbs*

Handle

Onehanded control

Angle adapter

Integrated

Swivelling function

Integrated bottom swivel

Lift tube

Ø100 mm

Lifting speed

Appr 1 m/s

Lifting height

1500 mm

* In combination with vacuum pump 685960.
VACUUM PUMP KVT3.60
• Art nr 685960
Effect

2,4 kW

Motor

1420 rpm

Vacuum

100 mbar

ACCESSORIES
• Air tube Ø32 mm l: 7,5 m art nr 630902
• Air filter art nr 610931
• Connection piece art nr 671604 (for filter)
• Silencing hood for vacuum pump (optional) art nr 666720
(Suspending jib arm or crane system not included)
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